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Introduction 
 
ZombieCake will be one of the most fearless and fast-spreading reflection-based projects on 
the Binance Smart Chain. $ZC holders will receive $Cake on an hourly basis and will also have 
access to our unique manual lottery system whereby holders who purchase a certain number 
of tokens in a fixed period will be added to the next scheduled lottery draw. Nothing will stop 
our endeavor to conquer and dominate the network. With a pure desire to spread the 
contagion, our zombie horde will relentlessly infect non-$ZC holders. And, as our horde grows 
in size and strength, so will our dominance of the Crypto world. 

 

 

 

Token Allocation 
 
 

Audited Contract: 0xda2dB94fF2df63d7C2Fae24Ee7931498f6622ed7 
  
Note: The total supply of ZombieCake is 1,000,000,000; no additional $ZC will be issued. 

 



Black Hole (37.5%): 
Burned prior to our Pinksale presale listing. 
  
Sale (30%): 
Allocated to investors who provide us with financial support during the early stages of the 
project. 
[This portion of the tokens will be released on the Pinksale platform.] 
  
Reserved (4%): 
2% - Reserved for the team. (Locked for 3 months) 
2% - Allocated to all marketing-related activities/strategies. This will help our Zombie Horde - 
Holders - grow and multiply (Locked for 1 month) 
  
PCS Listing (22.5%): 
Added to the Liquidity Pool when launching on PCS. 
  
Advisors & Airdrops (3%): 
For advisors who contribute to the project in areas such as technology development, resource 
organization, financing, and graphic design. 
  
Top Shilling Army (3%): 
Reserved for our top shilling army (The winners of our shilling contest) 



 
Token name: ZombieCake 
Token symbol: $ZC 
Total supply: 1,000,000,000 
Max transaction: 3% (30,000,000) 
Min hold for reflection: 100,000 
Presale Date: 11th November  
Presale link: TBA 
SoftCap: 150 / HardCap: 300 [1BNB = 1,000,000] 
PCS Launch: TBA [1BNB = 1,000,000] 
 
 

10% Tax 
6% to Feasting (Reflection) - Our zombie horde feasts regularly as a reward for sticking with 
the horde. 
1% to Nesting (Auto-LP) - As we rest and multiply, we bolster our inevitable reign of terror. 
1% to Congregating (Lottery) – We congregate to revel in our strength and determination. 
2% to Spreading (Marketing) - To increase the rate at which the infection spreads. 
 

Tokenomics 



Congregating 
 
ZombieCake features a unique Manual $Cake lottery system. Before each lottery draw there 
will an announcement posted in our telegram group. The prize pool will reset after each draw. 
Anyone can enter the lottery if they buy-in at value higher than 50000 $ZC. They will then 
receive one ticket. There will be 10 winners for every draw (The number of the winners can be 
changed), and the prize pool will be split equally.  

Timeline 
2021.10 Project established 
2021.10 Initial art designs completed 
2021.11 Official website launched 
2021.11 Community established 
2021.11 Smart contract completed and tested 
2021.11 Contract audit completed 
2021.11 Phase 1 Marketing push completed 
2021.11 KYC Processed and completed 
2021.11 ZombieCake Pinksale presale completed 
2021.11 ZombieCake Successfully launched on Pancake Swap 
2021.11 Poocoin marketing push 
2021.11 Coinmarketcap listing 
2021.11 CoinGecko listing 
2021.11 To be continued… 


